
Group Workshop Coordinator (Volunteer)

Title: Group Workshop Coordinator (Volunteer)

Responsible to: Capability Development Lead

Main Purpose of role: To aid in the planning, development and facilitation of group workshops
as part of our social activities calendar

Minimum time commitment: Needs to be flexible depending on the timing and dates of group
workshops (equivalent to at least 1 full day per week) for a minimum of 6 months

Location: Hillingdon Women’s Centre and home based depending on charity needs

Hours: (dependent on workshop times) hours of operation are 9am-5pm Mon-Fri

The Role:

We are seeking a confident and flexible female* group facilitator who can help us to coordinate
and deliver a programme of group workshops online (and possible in-person in future) You
need to be a strong communicator, confident public speaker and a background in training or
workshop delivery would be advantageous. We need volunteers who are passionate about
ending gender based violence and are keen to be involved in supporting a small charity.

* Occupational Requirement (Equality Act 2010, Schedule 9 Part I) applies

Key Responsibilities:

1. Work with the team to develop a programme of workshops/group activities. (i.e
employability skills, arts and crafts, social skills, wellbeing groups etc)

2. Build and develop the content required for workshops (such as powerpoint slides)
3. Deliver workshops professionally and support in other group activities with other team

members in other existing workshops
4. Facilitate engaging and positive discussions, connect women to our organisation and

ensure that all attendees have a positive experience in their workshop
5. Liaise with other organisations to collaborate on activities and send invitations where

possible to improve partnership working opportunities and boost engagement
6. Create Eventbrite pages, monitor attendance and write copy for comms and social

media posts
7. Ensure that all attendees are sent a feedback form which is kept up to date and

regularly review the feedback to continue to enhance future activities
8. Keep in regular contact with the Capability Development Lead and Centre Manager
9. Represent the Women’s Centre in an appropriate manner by adhering to all equality and

diversity guidelines and uses inclusive language in any public communications
10. Comply with all policies and procedures and work within all GDPR guidelines
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Volunteer Profile:

Essential:

1. Excellent communicator, confident public speaking skills
2. Flexible and can be adaptable to changing circumstances
3. Strong IT skills including ability to use Zoom to deliver workshops
4. Demonstrates an empathetic, warm and friendly tone of voice
5. Organised with excellent planning and preparation skills
6. Background in training or workshop facilitation
7. Works well independently and as part of a team
8. Willing to read and keep updated about the women’s sector and be committed to the

values our charity embodies

Desirable:
1. Experience using tools such as Mailchimp, Eventbrite and Google Forms
2. Previous experience delivering online workshops
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